
CRAZY 571 

CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 571 Anal Sex Passion: Ep49 

Glistening with his churned up seed and slightly redder now than its usual pale pink, Tessa's asshole was 

gaping obscenely open, a perfectly round cum-glazed ring whose circumference matched the fat, meaty 

girth of his horsecock. A dense string of sperm from Nick's previous ejaculation mixed with his 

incessantly oozing precum dangled between his hu 

 

 

CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 572 Anal Sex Passion: Ep50 

Twice more Nick felt compelled to interrupt his wild sodomizing frenzy to slip all the way out of Tessa's 

perfect ass and admire her equally perfect gape winking at him from between her gloriously round buns. 

At that point, Tessa had drooled so much saliva from her slack mouth that she could feel the dampness 

soaking the pillow under her cheek, whi 

 

 

CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 573 Anal Sex Passion: Ep51 

This time Nick's rump-impaling tempo was firm and steady rather than recklessly wild, his shorter 

strokes allowing for at least three quarters of his massive length to be always engulfed in the silky soft 

embrace of Tessa's shaft-caressing anal walls, so that he could better let his thick cockmeat soak in the 

creamy slickness of Tessa's cum-plaster 

 

 

CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 574 Anal Sex Passion: Ep52 

Happily stunned with delight, Nick enjoyed Tessa's fantastic blowjob without removing his eyes from her 

beautifully and currently dick-stuffed face even for a second, his gaze mesmerized by the sight of her 

tender lips gliding along his horsecock as her saliva-drenched throat welcomed inch after inch of his 

throbbing meat, her gullet opening to let 

 

 

CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 575 Anal Sex Passion: Ep53 



A growl as inarticulate and loud as Tessa's mewling squeals of release burst from Nick's mouth and he 

involuntarily pinched her engorged clit harder between his thumbs while a deluge of creamy sperm 

sprayed from his fat pulsing cockhead, flooding her snug dick-massaging rectum with so much cum that 

he felt dizzy from the amazing intensity of his pl 

 

 

CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 576 Anal Sex Passion: Ep54 

Unsurprisingly given how hot a spectacle she was offering him, by the time Tessa's gummy butt-ring had 

shrunk closed on itself enough to prevent the rest of his milky, soothing load to escape her anal passage, 

and she had ended the cum-scooping and ass-prodding incursions of her digits, Nick's horsecock was 

just as hard and swollen and menacingly h 

 

 

CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 577 Anal Sex Passion: Ep55 

Even though Nick's bedroom was at the other end of the hallway, despite the closed doors and the walls 

and the street noises from outside, Ashley could still hear them. More specifically, she could still hear 

her. 

 

"Yes! Yeeesss, Niiiick! Uuhh fuck yeeahh!" 

 

Gritting her teeth and seething in frustration, Ashley rolled over for the hundredth time tha 

 

 

CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 578 Anal Sex Passion: Ep56 

Indeed yes, Nick was free to be in love with Tessa, and he was free to fuck her ass all day long (which he 

was in fact doing, and then some), and the two of them were totally free to live happily ever after. 

Ashley's brain knew all that, sure, but her emotions didn't care. No matter how nice and sweet and cute 

Tessa was (and indeed she was, irritat 

 

 

CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 579 Anal Sex Passion: Ep57 

Seconds later, Ashley jumped off the couched, smiled at Nick and left, quickly heading for her room. The 

gentle warmth that had enveloped her during their brief talk was already dissipating, and her mind was 

already processing that final chilling detail she had caught on back there, that impression she had had 



while looking into Nick's eyes: what s 

 

 

CRAZY PLEASURE 

Chapter 580 Anal Sex Passion: Ep58 

More and more of those scenes happened every day, adding to a growing catalog of anger-triggering, 

frustration-inducing visions that seemed to get even more hurtful for Ashley in retrospect, either when 

she dwelt on them in obsessive, solitary rancor, or, worse yet, when they appeared to her unbidden and 

very much unwanted. Flashbacks of Tessa and 

 

 

 


